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CHAPTER I
I NT RODUCTION
In the last decade social worker.s in the adoption
agencies throughout California have observed a dramatic increase in the number cf families applying to their agencies
to adopt a child.

It has also become apparent that the

number of adoptable children available has substantially
decreased.

This imbalance between t he decreasing supply of

adoptable children and the large number of families wishing
to adopt, has produced an increased interest in the entire
adoption process on the part of professional social workers,
social researchers and the gene ral public.

Th 0 main £ccus

·thus far, o f this increased attention has been, not on

th1~

woman \vho surrenders her child for adoption, but rather on
the child after placement into an adoptive family and on
the adoptin g parents.
On t he other hand, social workers in the adoption
agencies ha ve reco gnized that their agencies offer un iq ue
services to the woman v.·ho seeks assistance in pr oviding a
horne for her child.

Such a woman either surrenders her

child to the agency for placement with an adoptive family,
or decides after intensive counseling by a social worker,
who is a member of the agency staff, to keep the child and
1

1

2

attempts to provide a home herself.

This woman is gener-

ally referred to in adoption practice as the "natural
mother," as opposed to the "adoptive mother" which refers
to the woman who subsequently adopts the child.

Throughout

this study these terms will be used to differentiate between the two types of "mothers."
Purpose of the Study
The general purpose of this study is to turn to the
possibj.lities of a second focus of research into the adoption process, that is, to what can be learned ab out the
natural mother.
The particular purpose of this study is threefold:
(1)

to identify the socio-economic characteris ti cs of those

women contacting a public adoption agency for th e placement
of their children with p rospec tive adop t i ve families; (2)
to identify and examine the sociolo gical f actors which
appear to influence the natural mother to either keep or
surrender her child; and (3) to determine if the women
contacting the agency in 1969 rep r esent the same socioecono~ic

charac teristics as those women who contacted the

agency in 1959.
Ne ed for

t h~

Invest~ation

Over the past fifteen years California Department of
Social Welfare has compiled selected st a tistic al data
gathered from county

wel~~ a re

.
~ d opt1on

.
agenc1cs.

'fh 1. _, in for-

mation is tabulated into genera l c ate gories fo r th e total

3

state and does not show the characteristics of families
adopting children, or those of the natural mothers by individual agencies.

Thus, no information for a specific

public agency is available and the general data at the
state level is limited to a few broad categories such as
race, religion, age and education of both the natu ral
mothers and the adoptive families.

In addition, l ittle re-

search has been undertaken relative to the decision process
of the woman contactin g a public adoption agency f or the
purpose of relinquishing her child for placement.
Therefore, much of the "common knowledge" about the
sociological factors a ffecting the natural mother is limited to the experience and intuition of the so cial workers
of a given agency.

I t was felt by the St anis laus County

Welfare Depa rtme nt Adoption Agency staff th at a study of
these factors based on statistical data woul d be b eneficial
to them in evaluating their services rendered and in revising and improving their practices.
It is a well known fact that the information given
by individuals who come to a social agency for services is

treated as confidential under the social worker 1 s code of
professional ethics.

Therefore, without the complete

cooperation and assistance of th e agency staff in helping
to find a dat a r.athering pro cedure which protects this
confidentialit y, info r ma tion on the social charact eristics
of natural mothers is not av ai lable.

I t was due t o this

cooper a t i on a.'1d intere s t in t he project th at this research

4

was made possible.

Thus, this research is particularly

significant, in that it analyzes information which is not
generally available.
Descrip tion of the Adoption Agency
For the purpose of clarification, a distinction needs
to be made between the two common types of adoption practice.

The one type is direct place ment of her child by the

natural mother with an adoptive family.

This practice is

gene rally known as "independent" adoption.

A doctor, a

lawyer or a minister usu a lly mediates in independent adoptions although engaging in this procedure by an intermediary

,

is a misdemeanor in California . ..t

This study, on the other

hand, concentrates on the second other recog nized form of
adop tion procedure:

place men t t hrou gh a licensed agancy.

The agency used for this study is the St an is laus
County

l'~elfa re

De p a rtme n t, Adoption Agency .

This is a

p ublic adoption agency licen sed by the State Department of
Social We lfare in conformity with section 226 of the Civil
Code of California.

Established in Stanislaus County

approximately twenty-one years ago, the agency is funded by
the State of California as a separate entity within the
Stanislaus County i'V elfarc Department.

Staffing of the

agency consists of two or three profe s sionally

~rained

or

lcaJifornia Civil Code, Section 224p a1 . cl 224-q, a!1d of
Cali fo rn Taf\ft oni.ey-Ge-iie-i.-aT1 s Ruling No. s 3/ 2.8 8 ~ a lso in
California State Depa r tmen t of Social \Velfare, !!Laws Relating to Adoptions, Chil d Placing, Adop tion Agc nci.es. ' '
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highly skilled social workers.

In addition to Stanislaus

County, the agency has served th e counties of San Joaquin,
Merced and Tuolumne, as no other public agency served these
are as.
The Stanislaus County Adoption Agency offers a wide
range of services to the natural mother in addition to
placing her child with a family.

These services are offered

to her at no cost and are usually in the form of one or more
of the following:
1.

Counseling with the natural mother who may be

under extreme emotional stress due to anticipated parenthood;
2.

Counseling with the parents, husband if the

mothe r is marri ed : guardian or relatives of the natural
mother in an effort to help them understand and a ccept her
situation;
3.

Counseling with the "natural father" if he is

available and willing to participate in the planning
process;
4.

Evaluating alternatives in an effort to plan for

the unborn child;

S.

Providing financial assistance through the Aid

to Families with Dependent Children program for the natural
mother which also enables her to obtain proper medical
care;
6.
needed;

Providing alternative living arrangements if

6
7.

Counseling with the natural mother in an effort

to help her make plans for herself after delivery and her
adjustment to motherhood or the return to "non-mother"
stat us.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
For many years a vast amount of information about
illegitimacy and the extent of illicit sexual behavior in
the United States has been collected.

Undoubtab1y much of

this research has been inspired by the fact that illegitimacy is considered a formidable social problem which is
generally conceived of as a threat to traditional family
life. 2

That the phenomenon of illegitimacy is not limited

to only one social class or particular group of people
probably accounts for the reason illegitimacy is considered
a fermi dab le social problem, and a threat to gene rally
accepted social mores

~overning~~rocreatioa.

The problem of illegitimacy stems from complex
personal and sociocultural factors. It involves young
and middle-aged men and women, intelligent and mentally
deficient, educated and uneducated, white and nonwhite, rich and poor.3

An example of the extent of illegitimacy in the
United States can be seen by the estimated 276,000 out-of-

2clark E. Vincent, Unmarried ~others (New York:

The

Free Press of Glencoe, Inc-:;- 196T), p. 18.
3"The Role of the Community in the Prevention of
Illegitimacy}" Encyclopedia Britannica (Chicago:
Library
Re s e arch S e r vi c e ) .
7

8

wedlock births in 1964. 4

How society deals with the problem

depends on the race and socio-economic level of the child's
parents.
If the unmarried couple is white, and the baby
free of defects, the problem mother may actually have
produced a valued gift, that is, if she is ready to
place her child in adoption.S
On the other hand, the nonwhite baby born out-ofwedlock is usually kept as he cannot be "put away" or
"given

a~·; ay,"

as "only be tween 3 and 5 percent of non-white

illegitimate children are adopted as opposed to 70 percent
for white illegitimate children."6

As Helen Perlman has

pointed out:
Although within the last few years a number of
child welfare agencies have been working to develop
adopti ve homes among Negro couples and also to find
adoptive parents for babies of 'mixed blood' Caucasian- Negro, Caucasian-Indian, Caucasian-Orientaltheie remains the fact that the numbers of unwanted
nonwhite babies are great, the numbers of prospective
adoptive parents small.7
What is rather striking about this situation is that

4

nuth Chaskel, "The Unmarried Mother: Is She Different?" Adoption Outlook: Illinois, 1966 (Chicago: The
adoption In f ormation SerVice, Illinors-Department of Children and Family Services) 1966), p. 41.
5

rbid.

6 u.s. Bureau of Public Assistance Report, Illegitimacy and Its Impact on Aid to Dependent Children Program
"{i~ aslung ton, lJ~
U.S. Gave rnmen t Pr1n ting Office, 1960),
pp. 35-36.
"7

1

HeJ.en Harris Perlman, "Unmarried Mothers," Social
Work and Social Problems, Nathan E. Cohen, editor (New
Yon: ~atronal Assoc1ation of Social W orkers~ Inc., 1964),
pp. 274-75.

9

"present-day welfare services for the unmarried mother are
largely centered aroun d adoption."8

This means that "the

nomvhi te out- of-wedlock baby, in union with his unmarried
mother, 6ften needs economic, social, and psychological
support from the community."9

It is not the intent here to

point out inconsistencies in the social welfa r e system, but
rather to show that adoption as a means of social legitimation of the out-of-wedlock child is in reality only available for a specific group of women.

Again Perlman puts the

situation quite succinctly.
Today, . • . , one major group of babies born outof-wedlock is no lon ger considered a social problem.
Indeed, these white, physically healthy babies are
consi dered by many to be a social boon, an asset.
Th e y are awaited with impatient e ag erness by married
co uple s unable to have chil d ren of t heir own who want
to make a chil d their hei r, th e ir l ove ob je ct . . . .
Bec ause there are many more marr i ed coupl e s wanting
to a dop t ne wborn wh i te babies than t here a re babies,
it may almost be said that they ra ther than out-of·w edlock babies are a social problem.lO
In California during the 1967-1968 fiscal year
12,430 children were placed through adoption procedures,
both independent placements and agency p1acements.l1
8 chaskel
.

)

op. cit., p. 41.

9 Perlman, op. cit. , p. 2 75.
10 Ib. -

1 c1. '

p. 274.

11
Bureau of Research and Statistics, Independent Adoetions i n California - 1967 (Sacramento: State of Californ1a,
St a t e De p art ment of Soci a l Welfare, October, 19 69), Table I;
see a l so Btireau of Research and Statistics, Relinquished
Ad o~ tions :
Selected St a t i sti c a l Dat a , Fisc a l Ye a r .1967l Ybt [Sacr ame nto: State of California, Department OISocia1
t\lellarc, October, 1969) p Table I.

10
Distribution of these data by ethnic or i gin, age, and
religion of the natural mothers can be seen in th e Appendix.
It is evident from the State of California statistics on
adoptions cited above, that the natural mothers surrendering
their children for adoption are white, under 25 years of age
and predominantly Protestant.

This is consistent with the

description of the social characteristics of natural mothers
prese n ted by Perlman, Evan and Vincent.

Thus, it can be

concluded that adoption is available for on l y a specific
group of unwanted children.
The De c ision Process
According to the staff of the Stanislaus County
Adoption Ag ency a t least 2 families app l y to adop t a child
for each child av a ilable.

Base d on t h is de gree of demand

for the healthy, white inf ant, it wou ld se e m reas onable to
expect that almost all the women contact i ng the a doption
a gencies whose illegitimate children were eli g ible for adoption would surrender their children for placement.

Yet,

based on Clark Vincent's study of unwed mothers in the San
Francisco Bay Are a, only 68 percent of •the women r elinquished
th e ir children f or adoption.12
Although consider able literature e xi sts concerning the
functions of adoption agencies, very litt l e is a ddressed towa rd unde rstanding the decision process of natural mothers

12

Vincent, op . cit., pp. 186-87.

11

Clark

for whom the adoption of their children is available.

Vincent's study, published in 1961, is one of the few research projects that directly addresses the problem.

He

came to the following conclusions as a result of data collected through the use of the California Psychological_
In_ventory and the socio-economic information of 105 women:
1.

Unwed mothers who keep their children have minimal positive identification with the individuals
and social groups who might communicate the traditional sex mores and the s tigma concomitant with
giving birth out-of-wedlock to them in a meaningful way.

2.

Unwed mothers, in keeping their children, show
their desperate need for at least one primary
relationship in which they are needed and loved
by some0ne whose dependence on them makes it
safe for them to receive a..r1d return that love in
their own ways.

3.

A minority of unwed mothers keeping their children have positive personality profiles and
experien ces of family life; they are motivated
to keep their children (a) as extensions of
positive, meaningful relationships with sexual
mates whom th ey love, and (b) as expressions of
their capacity an.d desire to love and rear their
children .13

Vincent continues by stating that the unwed mothers
;.;ho released their children for adoption:

"

positively with, and were accepted by, parents,
peers

1

. ide nt ified
adults~

or social groups that communicated rutd maintained a

meaningful awareness of the stigma attached to illegit.imacy. rrl4
What Vincent seems to be saying is that for those

mothers who have adoption services available to
13rb 1·d . , pp. lo~~os 200
·
•

14T"h"d
'- 1 •

'

them~

p. 197.

t he

12
decision to relinquish or keep their child is directly related to their degree of integration into the social system.
Very simply stated, since people primarily view themselves
by their reflections in the eyes of others, the unwed
mother cannot help but feel disgraced and/or demeaned if
she identifies with a social context which holds illegitimacy as "bad," and thus, she tends to relinquish her child
for adoption.
Another research project was conducted by Henry
Meyer, Wyatt Jones and Edgar Borgatta of unwed mothers at
the You t h Consultation Service of New York. 15 The researchers identified four background characteristics,
(Religion:

non -Ca t holic; Education:

Ma rital Status of put a tive father:

attended co l lege;
single; Age:

under

18), which enabled them to predict what the woman's decision
concerning her child would be with 83 percent accuracy.
Through the computation of correlation coefficients, Meyer,
Jones and Borgatta determined that:
The white girl with t wo or more of these pos itive
ite ms present in her background is likely to su r r~n
de r her baby ( rphi- .63). If one or none of these
positive i tems is present, the girl is likely to keep
her baby ,16
·
Through the use of factor analysis, Meyer, Jones, and
Borgatta further found a clustering of variables, affecting

15 wy att Jones, Henry Meyers and Ed gar Bor gatta, "The
DeCision by Un ma rried Mothers to Ke e p or Surren de r Their
J3abies," Social Work, Vol. XIII (April, 1956), p. l OS.

16 Ibid.

13
the natural mother 1 s decision concerning her unwanted child,
centered around social class.
In later research by these same authors conducted
over a three-year period, the clients at a non-sectarian,
private social agency in New York City were studied.
Vincent, in the study cited earlier, Jones,

~1eyer,

Like

and

Borgatta investigated the person a li t y integration of the
unwed mothers in an attempt to further identify det e rmining
factors in the decision to keep or surrender the child for
adoption.

They concluded, that the women who surrendered

their illegitimate children demonstrated greater" . . . intelligence, independence and emotional stability, less
anxiety and tension, and less feeling that others make
things difficul t ."l7

In other words, they interpreted. their

findings in keeping with the idea that sur renderi ng of the
baby is:
.
associated with maturity and competence, and
that this in turn is rel ated to con f ormance with the
general norm of ~urre n dering the bab~ so that legitimate non -mother status is restored.!
These authors went on to re-examine the conclusions
of their earlier study in which they suggested a r ela tionship between the decision the mother made concern i ng her
child and her social class.

In short, they conclude d, based

l7 wyatt Jones, Henry Meyers and Edgar Borgatta,
"Social anrl Psychological Factors in St atus Decisions of Unma r ried Mothers,' 1 P.1arriage and Family Living_, Vol. 24
(Aug ust, 1962), p . 228.
13

Ibid.~ pp. 228 - 29.

14
on the data available to them, that rather than social class
it was more accurate to look at subcultural values as an
underlying determinant of the natural mothers decision t6
keep or surrender her child.

They stated:

Such values may be exhibited in differential intrafamily relationships, in differential peer relationships especially those involving dating and other
hetero s exual activities, and in differential cognitive
orientations, attitudes and self-image s internalized
during the socialization of girls who have babies
before they are married.l9
Summary~£

the Literature

In reviewing the literature it is obvious that adoption is not available to all unwanted children.

Adoption

is only open to those children who can be placed in adoptive
homes.

In summary, the type of parent interested i n adop-

ting a child tends to determine the . type of mother to whom
adoption services become a viable alternative.
As most prospective adoptive parents are interested
in a white, healthy infant born to a relatively young

mother, the children relinquished for adoption usually meet
those require ments.

As

Vincent pointed out only, 68 percent

of the natural mothers producing the desired child relinq~ishes

it for placement.

In general, the decision to keep

or surrender the illegitimate child for adoption can probably b e

at'~_ ributed

to ''differential cognitive orientations,

attitudes, and self-images" 20 by the natural mother.

19

Ibid., p. 230.

20

Ibid.

15
According to Jones, Meyers, and Borgatta these differences
are rooted in the subcultural attitudes adhered to by the
natural mother.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The underlying assumption of this study is that a
definite connection exists between an individual's social
milieu, both past and present, and his present and anticipated behavior.

It is further asswned that a woman's

decision to relinquish her child to a public adoption agency
cannot realistically be separated from this process of
social interactions.

It is proposed that, from the identi-

fication and analysis of such social and economic characteristics as age, race, religion, and family background,
the behavior of the women contacting the agency can be
understood and predicted.

It is further proposed that vve

shall conclude that social indicators are not to be viewed
as static facts, but rather, as dynamic, on-going processes
in which the individual is involved.
Data Collect ion
Prior to the collection of data from the natural
mothers' confidential files a determin a tion of available
information was made and a list of possible v ariables relative to the natural mot:1er's decision concerning her child
was constructed.

Information relative to an d appropriate

for this list was collected by two teams of r e s earchers
16

17
composed of an agency social worker and a reporter.

The

social worker reviewed the confidential file and provided
the necessary information which was recorded on Unisort
Analysis Cards for later tabulation.

To insure consistency

between the two teams, a random sample of approximately
five percent of each team's individual analysis cards was
t&ken and rechecked.

This check showe d a recording error

of less than one percent.

In addition, numerous meetings

with the agency staff were held during the course of the
study to assure accurate interpretation of the data
collected.
Factors Analyzed
Information on the follo·.ving factors \v as collected
from the cDn f i de n ti al fi le of each woman:
Char acter istics of the n a tural mother

- - - ---------1.

Sex of her child

2.

Age at the time of pregnancy

3.

Educational level

4.

Ma rital status

;:, .

Ethnic background

6.

Number of illegiti ma te children

7.

Religion

8.

Source of financial support prior to pregnancy

9.

Res i

C.enc~

during pregnancy

Chn.r acte ·r istics of the natu ra l f ather
1.

Age

18

2.

Ethnic background

3.

Education level

4.

Statui of the relationship with the natural mother
at the time of the decision concerning the child

Characteristics of the natural mother's family
1.

Family configuration

2.

Educational level of financial supporter

3.

Occupation of financial supporter

Role of the Adoption Agency
Identification of the natural mother's social worker.
The Sample
In order to dravv valid con cl us ions from the s oci oeconomic characteristics of the natural mothers contacting
the adoption agency, a sample was taken f rom a ten year
period beginning July, 1959 and ending June, 1969.

As the

agency's statistics are collected on a fiscal year basis,
consistent with the State of California fiscal year beginning July ls t and ending June 30th, the s arne time period
was used in collecting the sample for this study.

Four

separate years over the ten year period were selected for
the sample.
69.

They are 1959-60, 1962-63, 1965-66 and 1963-

As the number of cases or natural mothers in any given

year is rather limited, the total population of women contacting the agency during that .fiscal year was included.
Seven children referred to the agency from the Child Placement Unit of the Welfare Department, with whose parents the

19

adoption agency has never had contact, were not included in
the ten year sample.

The s1ze of the sample taken, by

fiscal year is as follows:
1959-1960

N =

58

1962-1963

N =

78

1965-1966

N =

81

1968-1969

N

=

119

Total

N

=

336

Of this total, 32 individuals were of "non-white"
ethnic backgrounds.
Mexican nationality.

That is, 2 were blacks and 30 were of
As these "non-white" cases repre-

sented only approximately ten percent of the total, and as
this percentage was constant within the four population
years, they were not included in the st atistical analysis
in order to insure that their inclusion would not skew the
distribution.

The total number of natural

mo~hers

con-

tacting the agency over the ten year period was 773.

Of

this number, 304 women were used in the analysis, or approximately forty percent of the total.
Limitations of the Study
There are several possible limitations to the data
used in this study.

The first involves possible recording

errors by the social workers who record the information
given by the natural mothers to them into the confidential
files.

Regardless of how objective and thorough the social

worker attempts to be in her reporting of the counseling
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iriterviews, some inaccuracies in reporting are unavoidable.
In addition, as the files were written by nine different
workers some variation in interpretation and recording is
also unavoidable.

This is no doubt compounded by the prob-

ability of a second source of error; namely that some inaccurate information was given by the women to the workers,
for various personal reasons.
As ·will be demonstrated in the analysis of the data,
the natural mothers contacting the agency are a very homogeneous group in terms of their socio-economic characteristics.

In the preceding review of the literature it was

shown that illegitimacy as a social phenomenon is not
limited to such a restricted group of women.

Therefore,

the third limitation is t hat generalizations to the phenomenon of illegitimacy in the total society (under which
adopting out the child is a subcategory) cannot be made
based on the data collected; the conclusions must be restricted to the adoption process.
These limitations, however, do not negate the validity of the data used.

That the data collected for this

study closely matches other research in the area, gives
considerable confidence in the information collected.

It

can further be maintained that differences in the original
recording of the information are likely to be cancelled
out by the large sample used in the analysis.

Therefore,

the limitations as indicated above are probably not serious
enough defects to render the data inaccurate to cmy degree.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The following analysis is divided into three parts:
(1) the identification of the socio-economic characteristics
of the natural mothers contacting the adoption agency and a
discussion of the factors contributing to the woman's decision to surrender or keep her child; (2) the -determination
of the primary factors in the woman's decision process; and
(3) the identification of possible changes in the socio-

economic characteristics of women contacting the agency over
the ten year period.
The Nu1l.Jir..E o theses

For the purpose of a statistical analysis of the
factors which contribute to the woman's decision concerning
her child, the null hypothesis to be tested in this study
is as follows:

There are no significant differences between

the socio-economic characteristics of the women who, after
contact with the public adoption agency, relinquish their
illegitimate children to the agency, and those who keep
them.
!~_;;ti~tle Null Hnothcsis_

In order to test this hypothesis each of the s ocio-
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economic characteristics listed previously will be separately analyzed using the statistical measures of Chisquare, Yule's Q, Percentage difference, and measures · of
Gamma.

The application o£ any of these statistical measures

is dependent upon the type of data in any given matrix.
Operational Definitions
Most of the terms used in the analysis of the data
have been previously defined in the chapter on methodology.
Howe ver, one addi tiona! opera ti anal definition should be
included at this poin t as reference is made to the illegitimate child throughout the following analysis.

For the

purpose of t his study an illegitimate child is defined using
the a doption agency's criteria:

a child born out-of -wedlock

to a single, divorced or widowed woman; a child born to a
married or separ a ted but not legally divorced -woman,
fathered by someone other than the legal husband; and a
child conce i ved prior to marriage, born in wedlock and relinqui s hed by the couple after birth.
Socio-economic Characteristics
Age a t Pregnancy:

The age of the woman at the time

of pregnancy is generally thought to be a basic determining
factor in the decision process of the natural mother in
surrende rin g or keeping her child.

This was cited previously

in the study by Vincent, and the research by Meyer, Jones
and Borgatta.

Table I shows the percentage distribution

according to age and the mother's decision regarding her

•.:-

illegitimate child.
matrix:

,. ..,

·~ ~

.~

'"
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.

Three age categories are used in the

(1) 18 years old and under; (2) 19-22; and (3) 23

and over.

In Table I and throughout the analysis percen-

tages presented in the tables are rounded to the nearest
whole numbers to be consistent with the nature of the subject.

TABLE I
EFFECT OF AGE ON MOTHER'S DECISION CONCERNI NG
HER ILLEGITIMATE CHILD
Mother's
Decision

Age of Mother
18 and under

Relinquished
Child

x2

22 and over

6 4%

74%

25%

36%

1"00%
(100)

lOOT

26%
100%

( 10 4)

(100)

75%

Keut
. Child

N= 30 4,

19-22

= 3.40,

d.f.:::2,

p

<

0
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From Table I it can be seen that the age of the
mother at the time of

~regnancy

does not

sho~

a .OS level of

significance, the conventional probability level necessary
to state that a

relationshi~

exists.

It can, howe ver, be

seen that the 19-22 year olds tend to keep their illegitimate
children more often than either the younger or older groups.
This may indicate that factors other than age alone can be
con s idered determinants.
Educational level.

As a fairly high positi v e asso-

ciation between educational level and age exists for this
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population, the next step is to calculate the relationship
between education and the mother's decision.
Data on educational level were collected and organized into five basic categories:

(1) up to and including

8th grade graduation; (2) some high school; (3) high school
graduate; (4) some college; and (5) college graduate and
above.

In addition, women enrolled in either high school

or college were placed in separate groupings.

As the per-

centage distribution was essentially identical between
women enrolled in high school and high school graduates,
these gr oups were combined i .rit-6· one category.

Women en-

rolled in college and those with some college, were also
combined into one group.

Out of the total sample of 304,

there were only four women wi t h co l lege de gree s and thus,
this group was also combine d with t he "some college" category.

Thus, for the purposes of identifying the relation-

ship between the natural mother's decision and her educational level the four categories used are as follows:

(1)

up to and including 8th grade graduation; (2) some high
school; (3) present high school student or high school
graduate; and (4) present college student, some college and
college graduate.

The results can be seen in Table II.

From the following table it can be seen that educational level has a strong significance level of .02.

It

can be noted that, with the exception of t h e "some high
school" group, the higher the level of educ a tion the less
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likely the women are to keep their illegitimate children.
It should be noted that women who were enrolled in either
high school or college at the time they became pregnant
tended to surrender their children at the same level as
those women with more education respectively.

This would

tend to support Vincent's contention as stated in the review
of the literature, namely that:
. mothers who released their children for adoption,
. , identified positively with, and were accepted
by parents, adults, peers, or social groups that communicated and maintained a meaningful awareness of
the stigma attached to illegitimacy.21
It would seem reasonable to expect that the women students
would find it difficult to participate in the traditional
role of student if they needed to care for an illegitimate
child, unless their peer group accepts their behavior to
s orne degree.
TABLE II
EFFECT OF EDUCATIONAL LEVEL ON THE MOTHER'S DECISION

Mother's
Decision

8th grade

Relinquished
Child
Kept Child

x2=

N= 304'

?1
w

Educational Level
Some high Presently
school
attending
and H. S.
Graduate
56%

69%

74%

Presently
attending
or some
college
80%

31

44

26

101f%

10'0%

1'01r%

101IT

(16)

(66)

(1.61)

(61)

10.46,

d. f.== 3,

p

< .02

Vincent, op. cit., p. 197.
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We can, therefore, reasonably conclude that educational level and the social context the student encounters
in high school or college does not condone the keeping of
the illegitimate child for these women to whom adoption is
open as a possible solution.
Marital status.

Another possible determinant which

can also be somewhat correlated \'lith age is marital status.
In order to determine the significance of marital status on
the decision process the natural mothers were grouped as
follol'is:

(1) single; (2) married; (3) divorced; and (4)

separ a ted.

Three women were widowed and they were combined

with the divorced group.

Table III shows the results of

this cross tabulation.
TABLE III
EFFECT OF

~~RITAL

STATUS ON THE WOMAN'S DECISION
Marital Status

Mother's
Decision
Relinquished
Child
Kept Child

Married

Single

84%

73%

14
100%
( 2 8)

N= 30 4,

x2= 8.23,

Divorced

Separated

6 8%

54%

32

27

!"oo%

100%

( 191)

(SO)

d.£.= 3,

46
100%
(3S)

P <.OS

It can be observed from the above table that marital
status is significantly associated with the decision to
keep or relinquish the illegitimate child.

Although a
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.OS significance level was obtained it should be noted that
approximately two thirds of the sample are in the "single"
category.

To elaborate further, the 73 and 27 percentage

distribution in the single category closely approximates the
71 and 29 percentage distribution for the total sample.

Out

of 304 women, 71 percent relinquished their children for
adoption and 29 percent kept them.

In the decision to keep

or surrender the illegitimate child, therefore, marital
status is perhaps less of a determinant than that indicated
by the .OS significance level.

On the other hand, it is

obvious from Table III that considerable difference does
exist between the four marital status categories listed and
their respective decisions.
Religion.

In attempting to identify the influence of

religion on the decision 6f the natural mother, church
affiliati on was used.
the data collected:

Two major groupings were obvious from
(1)

Catholic; and (2) non-Catholic.

This does not take into account whether or not the women
were active in their respettive churches and to what degree
religion was important to them.

It is interesting however,

that out of 304 cases all of the women indicated some church
affiliation .
Table IV shows the relationship between religion and
the decision of the natural mother to surrender or keep her
child.
It is obvious that religion is not a primary facto r
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in determining whether or not a mother relinquishes her
child.

It is also quite clear that only 25 percent of the

cases in the sample are Catholic.
TABLE IV
EFF ECT OF RELIGION ON NATURAL MOTHER'S DECISION
Religion

Mother's
Decision

Catholic

Relinquished
Child

Non-Catholic

74%

Kept Child

70%
30

26

100%
(74)
N= 304,

X2=

. 51 '

d.£. 1,
2

Source o·f f inanci a l

100%
(230)
p

> . 20

s~port.

It is some t i me app a rent

to socia l workers in adoption agencies that t h e decision to
keep or surrender the illegitimate child is influenced by
the source of the mother's financial support.

In other

words, according to this idea, it would be anticipated that
the woman's decision to rel inquish her child would be dependent on her source of financial support for maternity expenses
and later, child care.
To explore this premise, data were grouped in two
distinct c a te gories:

(1)

family or spouse supported; and

(2) self supported or on welfare.

The distribution can be

seen in Table V.
There appears to be little doubt that financial
situations affect the decision. We can observe considerable
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variations in the

percent~ge

differences between the women

who are self supported and those who are supported by their
families.

As the significance level was only .10 the re-

lationship is probably quite weak, however, from the percentages in Table V we can observe that an apparent direct
relationship exists between the woman's level of financial
independence and her decision to keep her child.

Thus, we

can see 34 percent keeping their children in the self and
welfare supported group and 24 percent when supported by her
family or legal husband.

TABLE V
MOTHER'S DECISION CONCERNING HER CHILD BY
SOURCE OF FI NANCIAL SUPPORT

Mother's
Decision
Relinquished
Child

Kept Child

Family or
SQOUSe

Self or
Welfare

76%

66%

34%

24%

100%

100%
( 15 7)

N= 30 4,

xz=

3.54,

(147)

d.f.•l)

Sex of the child.

p

< .10

In adoption practice it is a com-

mon belief that the mother keeps the female child and
linquishes the male child.

In other

words~

r~-

the sex of the

child might play a role in de termining her decision.

There

were 156 boys and 147 girls with one set of twins born to
the sample group.

It appears tha.t the 1nothers do tend to
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keep the girls rather than the boys (31 percent versus 28
percent), but this differential preference is not strong,
as a Chi-Square of .35 with 1 degree of freedom indicates
a very weak relationship.
Residence during pregnancy.

It is interesting to

note the apparent connection between the place of residence
of the natural mother during pregnancy and the final decision concerning her child.

From the data gathered, four

types of living arrangements were identified.

Over one-

half of the women remained at horne or in the place they
resided prior to their pregnancy, while another large percentage went to a maternity home.

A

smaller group went to

live with friends or relatives, and 14 women made other
arrangements such as moving from their homes to live alone
in a different community, etc.

Table VI shows this distri-

bution and the decision reached concerning the child.
TABLE VI
DECISION OF MOTHER BY RESIDENCE DURING PREGNA.l'JCY
Residence During
Motherts
Decision
Relinquished
Child
Kept Child

Maternity
home

Remained
at horne

85%

28%

63%

Friends or
relatives

32
100%
(170)

37

57

100%

lOOT-

(38)

(14)

Other
~

15

1001'"
(82)

N= 304,

Pregnane~

d.f.= 3,

p

<. 01

43%

.•

~V •

•

====~-============~~======================
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In the above table considerable variation can be
observed between the decisions made by the four groupings.
It should be kept in mind, however, that the distribution
as presented in Table VI is probably somewhat spurious.
That is, a woman's living arrangement during pregnancy is
undoubtably determined by such things
status, social class, etc.

~s

age, marital

Therefore, the decision to sur-

render or keep the child may well be made basically prior
to choosing a place to live.

This will be explored further

at a later point after such factors as social class, family
configuration and the relationship with the social worker
have been examined.
Family

configurati~.

It is a common belief that

the family is responsible for setting the s t andards by which
children live as they grow older and begin living separate
lives.

It is also a common assumption that "broken homes 1 '

are responsible for many of the social problems confronted
in society today.

Applying this assumption to this study,

it could be said that the broken family is responsible for
the pregnancy in the first place, and certainly is a part
of the decision
child.

concerni~g

the fate of the illegitimate

In sn attempt to examine this common

wisdom~

the

family configurations of the mothers in the sample were
determined.

Three bssic groupings appeared.

They are:

(1) women from two-parent homes; (2) women from single
parent homes; and (3) women from step-parent homes.

Table
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VII shows this distribution.
TABLE VII
DECISION OF MOTHER BY FAMILY CO NF IGURATION
Family Configuration
Mother's
Decision

Two

Relinquished
Child
Kept Child

X 2= 6 57 '

.

N= 292,

parent

St ep parent

One parent

7.5%

62%

59%

25
100%
(199)

foOT

41
100%

(39)

(54)

39

d. f.= 2,

p

<.. 0 5

Twelve women were raised in foster homes or by grandparents.

These natural mothers were not included as all but

one re linquished her child.

Thus, an inadequate frequency

in one cell of the table prevented the calcul ation of a ChiSquare, and the great difference in the percentage distribution making it unreliable to combine categories.
From Table VII it can be seen that t wo thirds of the
women came from two parent homes and that very little justification is evident for supporting the notion that the broken
home is responsible for illegitmacy.

This does not, however,

negate t he f&ct that considerable variation does exist between the three groupings.

The dichotomy appears to be

between mothers from two-parent hom es and those from either
single parent or step-parent homes.

It is also interesting

to note that out of the 54 women from s ingle parent homesp
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only seven were from single parent father homes.
relinquished their children to the agency.

All seven

Thus, we can say

with some confidence that the family milieu does have a
significant effect on the women's decision.
Th~s

dichotomy must be qualified, however, by keeping

in mind that the categories are somewhat superficial in that
there are probably a substantial number of "two parent"
families that exist only by definition and are really broken
in terms of the family relationships.

This would include

those families where a divorce is not obtained due to religious beliefs or other reasons
functioning relationships.

1

and in fact are not stable

From the data available there

is no way to determine the extent of this and therefore,
this qualification cannot be dealt with here.
Social class.

Meyer, Wyatt, and Jones, 22 pointed out

that social class was a primary determinant of the woman's
decision.

In order to identify social class in this study,

the "Socio-economic Index"23 of Albert Reiss, an i ndex of
social pres t ige related to various occupations, was ·used.
Reiss identified seven major occupational - prestige
groups and ranke d them in terms of prestige as follows:

professional; managerial; sales and clerical; crafts; service workers; all farm labor; and non-farm labor.

This

---·- --22

23

York:

Meyer, Wyatt, and Jones, loc. cit.

Albcrt J. Reiss, 0ccupations ~nd Socj.al S_~atus (Ne\v
The F1·ee Press of Glencoe, Inc., 19011.
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ranking is also consistent with the State Department of
Social Welfare's Social Class index as used in the adoption
agencies throughout California for the purpose of matching
prospective adoptive families with adoptable children through
the state computer network.
For the purpose of this analysis these major groupings were combined into three broad categories:

(1) high

social prestige - professional, managerial, sales; (2)
medium social prestige - crafts and service workers; and (3)
low social prestige - all labor and other such as those on
welfare.

These more

gen~ral

groupings are used to compen-

sate for several deficiencies in the collected data.

First,

in using all seven categories as defined previously there
were insufficient cell frequencies in many cases, thus,
making it impossible to use Chi-Square as a measure o f significance.

Secondly, as Reiss's list is basically for male

o~cupations,

where a woman was the head of the ho usehold it

was occasionally difficult to place her in the appropriate
ranking.

Thirdly, approximately 16 percent

unknown~

were

encount e red in the data cbllection due to lack of information
given by the clients.

These cases were distributed propor-

tionally over the matrix in an attempt not to unduly bias t:he
results by omission.
Therefore, the rationale for the method of correction
was basically that the more inclusive the categories, the
less likely the individual would be included in the wrong
grouping.

It was falt tha t thi3 procedure would allow for
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general trends to be seen while maintaining the highest
possible accuracy.
Table VIII is based therefore, on the social prestige
of the head of the woman's household.

In those cases where

the natural mother was living with her parents, her father
was used as head of household.

Where the mother was mar-

ried, the occupation used was her husband's, and in those
cases where the mother was divorced or

s~parated

and not

living at home, her own occupation was used if she had been
away from either her family or her husband for more than 5
years.
TABLE VIII
DECISION OF MOTHER BY SOCIAL PRESTIGE
Social Pre_s tige
Mother's
Decision

high

Relinquished
Child

83%

Kept Child

17

lUO%(82)

N== 304,

. . z_

A

-

10 •

-~

I'::; '

d. f.= 2 ,

medium

low

64%

75%

36
lD'OT
( 16 7)

HITf%

p

25

'SS)
\.
.

<. 01

There are several interesting observations to
from the above table.

b~

made

First, it should be noted that over

50 percent of the women are in the medium category, and it

is that group which tends to keep their illegitimate children more often than either the high or low prestige . groups.
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This data runs counter to a common assumption that low income and welfare clients keep their illegitimate children.
It is obvious that the number of lm<Y prestige women going
to the agency for services is rather limited (only 18 percent of the total) and that generalizations about the low
prestige group are not possible.
Relationship with the natural father.

From the in-

formation available in the confidential files of the natural
mothers there is no way to obtain direct data concerning her
relationship with the father of her child.

It would seem,

however, based on the material presented in the review of
the literature, that the status of the relationship between
the woman and the natural father would affect the final
decision.
The only info rma ti on from which to infer the status
of this relationship was whether or not the natural father
was still with the woman at the time she needed to make a
decision about her child.

Table IX shows the status of the

relationship at the time of decision.
It is evident from Table IX that no significant
difference exists between the two groups, and that 75 per cent of the relationships were not intact when the decision
was made to either relinquish or keep the child.

It is

quite possible, however, that this factor is more important
than Table IX indicates due to the absence of adequate data.
If more detailed information was accessible, on which to
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evaluate the effect of the relationship on the decision process, it is quite possible that its importance would be much
clearer.

TABLE IX
DECISION OF MOTHER BY RELATIONSHIP WITH NATURAL FATHER
Relationship with Nat ural Father
w1 tflthe
deserted
mother
mother

Mother's
Decision
Relinquished
Child
Kept Child

N= 30 4,

X 2=

.04 ,

72%

71%

28
100%

100%

(75)

(229)

29

d.f.= 1,

p) .

so

Number of il_le_Eitimate children .

It wou ld. seem logi -

cal that the decision to surrender or keep an illegitimate
cbild might be influenced by whether or not this was the
natural mother's first illegitimate child.

In othe r words,

if this was the mother's first illegitimate child, she migh t
make a different decision than if it were her second or
third.

This would tend to be substantiated in Table X.

However. it can be seen that for approximately 80 percent of

.

the mothers included in the samole.·' this was their first
il legitimate child.

Th ere is no adequate way to determine

from the data available t he disposition of the previous
children of those women who cont acted the a ge ncy f or help
concerning second

~~

third illegitimate

~h il dr e n .

Eleven

r--
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women were not included in Table X as it was unknown whether
the natural mother was producing her first, second or third
illegitimate child.

TABLE X
DECISION OF MOTHER BY NUMBER OF ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN
Number of Illegitimate Children
Mother's
Decision
Relinquished
Child
Kept Child

N= 293,

x2= z. o3,

1st

2nd or more

72%

63%

28
100%
( 2 41)

lOOT

d.f.= 1,

37

(52)
p

<. 20

It is apparent that at least limited influence is
exerted by this factor, however, the distribution of cases
is too heavily concentrated in the first category to obtain
reliable information on the exact extent of the factor.
The role of the social worker.

The primary function

of the social worker in the agency is to help the nitural
mother come to a realistic decision based on her social and
psychological situation.

Regardless of how impartial a

social worker wight try to be as a facilitator in helping
the woman work through her problem and arrive at a realistic
decision, the social worker's own conception of her role
probably influences to some degree the final decision the
Noman makes.

In order to test this factor, data were

•

~ l l • o L""
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collected determining the natural mother's social worker.
As the agency has a small staff, one worker is usually
assigned to work with all the natural mothers, except in
unusual circumstances.

Therefore, over the ten year period

included in the sample only nine workers were connected
with the natural mothers in any direct way.

When the per-

centage of natural mothers relinquishing their children to
the agency was tabulated by social workers, four major
groupings from the nine workers were evident.

In other

words, social workers with approximately similar percentage
of relinquishments were combined into the same category.
All groups include two workers with the exception of group
IV which combines three social workers.

Table XI shO\vS the

results.
TABLE XI
DECISION OF MOTHER BY SOCIAL WORKERS
Mother's
Decision
Relinquished
Child

Group I

Kept Child

N= 304,

xz=

11.03,

Group II

Group I I I Group IV

59%

66%

70%

41
100%
( 2 7)

34
100 ~0
(112)

30
100%
( 10 2)

d. f.= 3,

p

87%
13

lOOT
(62)

< .0 2

Although Group I only worked with 27 women, the
various groups have substantially different percentage distributions.

A fundamental question should be asked at this
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point:

Were the natural mothers different in age,

m~rital

status, social class, etc., between the various groups of
social workers?

The answer is, apparently, no.

In order to document this answer, the women counseled
by each group of social workers were cross tabulated in
separate tables, by age at the time of pregnancy, social
prestige, residence during pregnancy, and marital status.
The results were not significant at the .OS level necessary
to conclude with the accepted reliability that the various
groups of women were different from one another.

One addi-

tional reason for rejecting the idea of different populations involves the fact as stated above, that is, basically
there was only one social worker working with all the
women at any given time.

Thus, it was almost impossible to

be selective in terms of assigning different cases to different workers based on some specific criter ia.

Thus , the

strong significance level of .02 in Table XI can be interpreted as showing a substantial relationship between the
social worker and the natural mother's decision concerning
her child.
~asic

population characteristics.

Before proceeding

into an analysis of the inter-relatedness of the factors
presented thus far, a short review of the socio-economic
characteristics of the women contacting a public welfare
adoption agency will be presented.
cha ra cteristics are as follows:

The general population

(1) age - 67 percent are
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22 years old and under; (2) education - over one half are
either presently in high school or have graduated; (3)
marital status - 67 percent are single; (4) religion - only
25 percent are Catholic;

(5) source of support - the largest

single group is family supported (approximately 33 percent);
(6) residence during pregnancy - over

~0

percent remained

at home; (7) family configuration - two-thirds are from two
parent homes; (8) social class - over SO percent are from
middle prestige homes; (9) relationship with the natural
father - in 75 percent of the cases the relationship is
broken at the time of decision concerning placement of the
child; (10) number of illegitimate children - 80 percent are
~reducing

their first illegitimate child; and (11) ethnic

background - 90 percent are white.

Therefore, it c a~ be

concluded that the women going to a public adoption agency
are a rather homogeneous group.
The Decision Process
To further examine the factors contributing to the
natural mother's decision to keep or relinquish her child,
a hierarchy of influence b ased on the significan ce levels of
the factors analyzed in Tables I through XI is c onstructed
as

follm~s:

Hierarchy cf Influence
Si gn i f icance
Factor

Le ve 1

Table
NurrrD"er

Residence during pregnancy

p

<. • 01

VI

Social Prestige

P< .01

VIII
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Educational Level

p

< •0 2

II

Social Worker

p

< •0 2

XI

Marital Status

P

< . OS

III

Family Configuration

P

< . OS

VII

Source of Support

p

< .10

v

Age of Mother

p

< • 20

I

Number of Illegitimate Children

p

< . 20

X

Religion

p ) • 20

IV

Relationship with Natural Father

p).

so

IX

It can be seen from the above hierarchy of influence
that the natural mother's residence during pregnancy, the
social prestige of her family, her educational level, her
s cci al worker at the agency, her marital status, and her
family coafiguration are all significant factors involved
in her decision to keep or surrender her child for placement with an adoptive family.

That these variables are in-

terrelated, cannot be doubted as they comprise the natural
mother's social matrix or social milieu.
In order to analyze the interdependence of these
factors, social prestige of the financial supporter is cross
tabulated with the woman's residence during pregnancy,
educational level. family configuration, age at time of
pregnancy and marital status.

The results can be seen in

Tables XII, XIII, XIV, XV, and XVI.
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TABLE XII
RESIDENCE DURING PREGNANCY BY SOCIAL PRESTIGE
OF FAMILY SUPPORTER
Residence
During
Pregnancy

High

Medium

Low

Remained
at home

45%

56%

73%

Maternity
horne

39

25

16

16
100%

19
100%
( 16 7)

11
100%
(55)

Social Prestige of Su.e.eorter

Other

(.82)

N- 304'

x2= 13.46,

d. f.:: 4,

p ( • 01

TABLE XIII
EDUCATIONA L LEVEL OF NATURAL MOTHER BY SOCIAL
PRESTIGE OF FAMILY SUPPORTER
Social Prestige of Su_E_eorte r
Educational
Level

High

Less than
High School

11%

28%

49%

89
100%

72
100%
( 16 7)

51
100%
(55)

High School
Grad. 4e Above

(82)

N= 30 4'

x2,_., 24.35,

Medium

d. f.= 2 ' P(.OOl

Low
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TABLE XIV
FAJVIILY CONF IGU RAT ION BY SOCIAL PRESTIGE
OF FAMILY SUPPORTER
Social Presti ge of Supporte z:

Family
Con figuration
Two

High

Parent

Other

N= 304'

Me dium

82 %

62%

18
100%
(82)

100%
( 16 7)

x2= 14 . 57,

38

d. f.= 2'

p

Low
53%
47
100%
(55)

<. .001

TABLE XV
AG E AT PREGNAN CY BY SOCIAL PRESTIGE
OF FAM ILY SUPPORTER

Age at
Pregnancy

High

Medium

Low

18 & Under

34%

32 %

33%

19 - 22

32

36

33

23 & Over

32

34 .

100 %

100%
(82)

N= 30 4,

x2= • 6 0'

( 16 7)

d. f.= 4,

p >.50

34

100~ ·

(55)
. ..
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TABLE XVI
MARITAL STATUS OF NATURAL MOTHER BY SOCIAL
PRESTIGE OF Flu\1 I LY SUPPORTER
Social Prestige of Supporter
Marital Status
of Natural
Mother

High

Medium

Low

Single

65%

62%

62%

Jviarried

11

8

11

Divorced

16

18

13

Separated

8
101JT
(82)

12
liTO%
( 16 7)

14
lOOT
(55)

xz=

N= 30 4'

3. 13'

d. f.= 6'

p

> . 20

From Tables XII, XIII, XIV, XV and XVI it can be
seen that social class as de t ermined by the modified Reiss
"Social-economic Index" is an underlying factor in the
decision process to keep or surrender the illegitimate
child for adoption.

Educational level, family configura-

tion and residence dur i ng pregnancy tend to combine in a
social matrix as determined by social class in influencing
the natural mother's decision to relinquish her child for
adoption.

To examine this further, family configuration

is cross tabulated with the natural mother's decision controllin g for social class.

Table XVII shows this matrix.

It can be clearly seen from Table XVII that social
class is a dominant social determinant in the de cision pro-

fABLE XVII

DECISION OF MOTHER BY FAMILY CONFIGURATION
CONTROLLED FOR SOCIAL PRESTIGE

Social Prestige_

De cis ion Family Configof
uration
Mother Two Parent Ot her
Relinq.
Kept

l

Low

Medium

High

Decision
0

-r...

Mother

88%

60%

Relinq.

12
lUO%
( 6 7)

40

lUTI%

Kept

N= 82

(15)
Q= • 662

Family Configuration
Two Parent Other
65%

62%

35
100%
( 10 3)

38
100%

N= 167

(6 4)

Q= • 0 56

Decision Family Configof
uration ·
Mother Two Parent Other
Relinq.
Kept

79%

69%

21
100%
(29)

31
100%
(26)

N= 55

Q= .260

~

0\
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cess.

As seen in Table VIII women from medium prestige

homes tend to keep their children at a much higher rate
than the mothers from either high or low social classes.
It is also evident from Tables XIV and XVII that social
class influences the family configuration of the natural
mother.

Thus to consider family

confi~uration

as a funda-

mental factor in ihc decision process appears to be somewhat spurious.
It is significant to note that age at the time of
pregnancy and marital status are not associated with social
class, as seen in Tables XV and XVI.

To further expand the

analysis of the role of age in the decision process, age of
the natural mother is cross tabulated with marital statusr
source of financial Sl<pport and residence during pregnancy.
These relationships can be seen in Tables XVIII, XIX, and
XX.
TABLE XVIII
MARITAL STATUS BY AGE AT PREGNANCY
~ge

Marital
Status

18

Single

& Under

& Over
2 8%

1

7

20

17

32

10

20

4

lrrnT
P <.OS

23

66%

(99)

N= 304,

19-22

95%

Divo rced
Separated

at Pregnanc.r.

llJO%
(lQS)

lbOT
(100)
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TABLE XIX
SOU RCE OF SUPPORT BY AGE AT

Source
of
Support
Family

PR E G N ~~CY

Age at Pregnancy
18

& Under

19-22

77%

37%

23

& Over
7%

Self

8

30

43

Other

15
100%
(99)

33
100%
( 10 5)

50
100%
(100)

X-? = 105 . 04,

N= 30 4,

d. f.= 4,

p

< . 001

TABLE XX
RESIDENCE DURI NG PREGNANCY BY AG E AT PREGNANCY
Age at P-re gn ancy
Residence
During
Pregnancy

18 & Under

19 - 22

23 & Over
82%

Home

35%

50 90

Maternity
Home

49

29

Other

21
100%
(105)

16

100%
(99)

N= 30 4,

xz= 58. 39,

d. f.= 4,

4
14
100%
(100)

p ( • 001

Table IV indicated the relationship between age and
the decision by the natural mother to keep or relinquish her

TABLE XXI
DECISION OF MOTHER BY RESIDE NCE DURING PREGNAI'-JCY
CONTROLLED FOR AGE

Age at · Pregnancy
Decision
of

Mother
Re linq.
Kept

18 & Under
Residence
Home
Other

Decision
of
Mother

60%

84%

Re1inq.

40
100%
(35)

16

100%(6 4)

Kept

N= 99

Q= -.565

19-22
Residence
Home
Other

23 & Over
Decision
Residence
of
Other
~1othe r
Home

66%

62%

Re1inq.

34
100%
(53)

38

Ke·pt

100%
(52)

N= lOS

Q= .94

76%

6 7%

24
100%
( 82)

33
100%
( 18)

N= 100

Q= .216

..,..
'-0

so
child for adoption.

The si gnific ance level was .20, not

sufficient to conclude that age was a determining factor.
However, Tables XVIII, XIX, and XX show a substantial relationship between age and other factors identified as significant.

Therefore, it can be concluded that age is a funda-

mental determining characte ristic that underlies the social
context in which a woman is involved.

Table XXI further

demonstrates this finding.
One additional rela t ionship should be explored.

That

is, between the marital st a tus of the natural mother an d her
residence during pregnancy.

As indicated earlier in t h e

analysis, residence durin g pregnancy appeared as a significant factor in the decision process.

However, it was f u r-

ther est ablished t hat soci a l class and age p r i marily determined the living a r range ments of the natural mother during
her p r egnancy.

Table XXI I shows the relationship betwe en

the marital status of the natural mother and where she resided during her pregnancy.
TA BLE XXII

RES I DEN CE DURI NG PREGNAN CY BY MARITAL STATUS

==--------·- -· - -·- --·====:. .= ====== ·= =========

Res i den ce
During
P r_E_g n ~n cy
Horne

Sin glE
39%

Materrii ty Home

N= 304,

P <.OS

100%

80 %

Seo a.r a ted
80%

2

42

19

Other

0lar i tal Status
Ma rried
Divo r ced

18

1Cr6 f

foo t

100 %

( 19 1)

( 2 8)

(50)

20
1 0 0%
(35)
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It can be concluded that, where the natural mother
lives during pregnancy is not a significant factor in the
decision process.

Rather the living arrangements of the

natural mother is the result of the set of social circumstances of age, social class and marital status.
Trends in the PoE'::l_lation Between 1959 and 1969
The third purpose of this study is to identify possible changes in the socio-economic characteristics of the
natural mothers contacting the adoption agency from 1959 to
1969.

The social workers of the agency feel that substan-

tial shifts have occurred in that the socio-economic characteristics of the natural mothers contacting the agency in
1969 are quite different from the characteristics of the
natural mothers in 1959.
In the analysis of the factors influencing the
natural mother's decision concerning her child, age, social
class, educational level, marital status and source of support were factors identified as significant.

In the follow-

ing analysis these variables will be shown by sample years
over t he ten year period.

Table XXIII compares the age

distribu t ion of the natural mothers in the four fiscal years
used in the sample.
From Table XXIII it can be seen that a slight increase
has occurred in the percentage of younger natural mothers
coming to the agency for services from 1959 to 1969.

Accom-

panying this is a steady decrease in the percentage of older
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women contacting the agency.

It is interesting to note in

Table XXVI that although there is a steady decrease in the
percentage of older women contacting the agency, the "18
year old and under" category and the "19- 2 2 year old" group
shows a curvilinear and perhaps cyclical trend.

Therefore,

it can be concluded that while a shift in the age distribution has occurred over the ten year period, it is not a
substantial shift.

This trend might possibly be more accu-

rately reflected if the age categories used were less broad
and included fewer years in each grouping .
TABLE XXIII
AGE DISTRIBUTION BY SAMPLE YEARS
Sample Years

Age at
Time of
Pregn ancy

1959-1960

1962-1963

1965 - 1966

1968-1969

18 years
& Under

33%

2 7%

30%

38%

19-22

29

37

37

33

38
100%
(51)

36
100%
(70)

33
100%

23 & Over

N::.:: 30 4)

Gamma

=

(76)

29

100%
( 10 7)

-.102

In Table XVIII it was shown that the marital status
of the natural mother was associated with her age.

As a

tendency toward younger women contacting the agency was observed, it would be logical to expect this to be reflected
in an increase in the percentage of single women contacting
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the agency between 1959 and 1969.

This does n o t appear to

be the case, however, as the percentage of single women has
remained basically constant for 3 out of the 4 sample years
with a slight increase in the percent of married and
divorced categories .

Table XXIV shows this c onfiguration .
TABLE XXIV

MARITAL STATUS BY SAMP LE YEARS
Sample Years
Marital
Status
Single
Married
Divo rced
Separated

N=

1959-1960

1962-1963

1965-1966

1968-1969

74%

60%

61%

62%

6

3

10

14

11

23

16

15

9

14

13
100 '$
(76)

. 9
100 %

lOO"f
(51)

100%
(70)

( 10 7)

304

In Table XXIII the "23 & Over" age group was th e
largest in the 1959-1960 fiscal year.

On the other hand in

Table XXIV it can be seen tha! by far the largest percentage of single women contacted the agency was in 1959-1960.
Judging from the other years, it can probably be concluded
th a t 1959 - 1960 was somewhat atypical .

It can also be ob-

served that apparently women were marrying at a younger age
in 1969 than in 1959 inasmuch as age, as seen in Table
XXIII , has decreased, while the percentag e of single women
has remained basically constant .

In addit i on, the
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percentage of married women has increased from 6 to 14 percent as indicated in Table XXIV.
As there is a direct relationship between age and
educational level, it might be expected, also judging from
Table XXIII that the general educational level of the women
might also be slightly lower in 1969 th·an in 1959.

Table

XXV shows this distribution.
TABLE XXV
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL BY SANPLE YEARS
Sample Years
Educational
Level

1959-1960
1962-1963
1965-1966
1968-1969
----------------------------------------------------8th Grade

3%

40

'"

4%

Some High
School

20

30

18

19

High School
Graduate

47

51

57

55

Some
College

1'('J'(j%

100%

16

21

22

(51)

(70)

lDlJT
(76)

100%
( 10 7)

20

N= 304

Gamma

=

.110

It can be observed that substantially no ch ange has
occurred over the ten year period in terms of the level of
education.

A slight increase can be seen in the number of

high school graduates, but that represents the only actual
movement.

The percentage of eighth grade graduates in 1959

does not appear to be the norm and here again 1959 does not
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appear to be a typical year.
With the rapid increase in technology over the past
ten years, new occupations have come into being, many associated with high social prestige.

It is anticipated that

these opportunities for upward mobility might be reflected
in the social prestige matrix of the financial supporters of
the natural mothers.

Table XXVI shows the social prestige

groupings over the sample years.
TABLE XXVI
SOCIAL PRESTIGE BY SAMPLE YEARS

Social
Pres t:!:_ge

Sample Years
1959-1960

1962-1963

1965-1966

1968-1969

High

24%

19%

32%

31%

Medium

59%

50%

54%

57%

31%

14%
liTO%
(76)

12%
liTO%
(107)

Lmv

17%

100%
(51)

N= 304

100%
(70)

Gamma= -.129

As expected a slight increase can be observed in the
high prestige category over the ten year period while at the
same time a decrease from 17 percent to 12 percent indicated
in the low prestige group.

Interesting enough the middle

prestige grouping has remained quite constant.

CHAPTER V
SUtviMARY AND CONC LUSIONS

As stated in the Introduction, one of the main purposes of this study was the identification of the major
socio-economic characteristics of the natural mothers contacting the Stanislaus County Adoption Agency.

It was

demonstrated in the analysis of the data that the women
co ming to the agency represented a rather small or hcmogeneous group.

That is, only limited sociological differ-

ences we ·r e evidenced among the three hundred and four
natural mothers included in the st:udy sample.

These

v1omen

were primarily white, under 22 years of age, high school
graduates, single, Protestant, supported by their families
and from two-parent, middle prestige homes.

This descrip-

tion of the natural mother to whom adoption is available for
the placement of her illegitimate child, is consistent with
other studies as indicated in the review of the literature
of adoption practice.
The second purpose of the study was to identify the
factors that influence the natural mother's decision to keep
or surrender her child.

There is no . way to isolate single

causative factors which determine the natural mother's decision concerning her child, as all of the social characteristics identified in the analysis of the data are inter\'/oven
56
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into the natural mother's social environment.

However ,

through the use of the statistical analysis employed

throug~

out the discussion of the data three variables emerged as
fundamental determinants.

They are:

social class, age and

the agency social worker.

These fact ors are important in

the decision process of the natural mother as they are indicators of a larger social matrix in which the woman is involved.

That is, these social indicators are general names

given to special and differentiated sets of social relationships, roles and expectations which form the natural mother's
concept of who she is in relation to those around her.

It

cannot be over emphasized that these factors are not static
objects, but rather, they are indicators of the mother's
ongoing process of living.

It is a fun4amental principle of

sociology that from the identification of the social context
in which the individual lives and participates, human behavior can be understood and subsequently predicted.

Thus,

the natural mother's decision to keep or relinquish her
illegitimate child for adoption cannot be separated from the
soc ial context in which she is an integral part.
From the analysis of the data presented in this study
it is evident that the social matrix of the woman relinquishing her child for placement with an adoptive family is
significantly different from the natural mother who keeps
her child.

Therefore, the null hypothesis which stated that

no significant differences exist, can be rejected.
Therefore, it can be concluded, based on the results
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of this study, as it pertains to the existing body of knowledge, that, although illegitimacy is a universal phenomenon, only a certain group of illegitimately pregnant women
consider adoption through a public agency as a solution to
their problem.

Of this

gro~p

of women for whom adoption

services are available, approximately thirty percent do not
relinquish their children to an agency for placement with a
family.

The decision to surrender or keep the illegitimate

child appears to be significantly related to the woman 's
social class, her age, and the counseling given by the
social worker of the agency.
The third purpose of the study was the identification
of possible shifts in the socio-economic characteristics of
the natural mothers between 1959 and 1969.

From the analysis

it was determined that the natural mothers involved in the
adoption process in 1969 were slightly younger than those
mothers contacting the agency in 1959.

A trend toward high-

er social prestige was also demonstrated over the ten year
period.

In general, it can be concluded that very little

change in the "type" of natural mother contacting the agency
between 1959 and 1969 has occurred.
Other Areas Needing Explorati on
A fascinating area for additional study would be an
identification of similar or different characteristics between the prospective adoptive families and the natural
parents, in an attempt to analyze the determining
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relationship between the two groups.

In other words, does

the demand of prospective adoptive families determine the
supply of a particular type of adoptable children?
Another area of study could be related to the evaluation of the commitment on the part of the social worker to
the adoption process as it affects her relationship with
the natural parent in the decision making process leading
to the relinquishment or keeping of the illegitimate child.
Clark Vincent pointed out that one of the greatest
inadequacies in studies of illegitimacy to date has been
the limiting of research to specific agencies rather than
attempting to gather data which can be generalized to the
total population.

With this in mind, additional research

should be undertaken to determine the relationship between
adoptions as an outlet for the illegitimate child and other
possible solutions, thus giving a better understanding of
the total problem of illegitimacy and possible alternative
sol'-:ltions.
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ETHNIC ORIGIN OF CHILDREN PLACED IN ADOPTION
IN CALIFORNIA BY TYPE OF ADOPTION*

TYPE OF ADOPTION
Ethnic
origin
of
Children
White

Agency Adoptions
1969

Independent Adoptions
1967

78%

87%

Mexican

3

4

Negro

3

3

16

2

Mixed ethnicity
Other

1

(8,151)

4

roar
(4,038)

*The data presented in this Appendix were selected
from t\vO publications by the Bureau of Research an d Statistics, State Of Ca lifornia, Depa rtment of Social Welfare:
Relinquishment Adopti ons in California - 1969; and Independent Aoopt ions in CafltO rnl a - 1967. Data f rom 196 7 and
190--g--we re used as comparable data for a single year is not
avail abl e.
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MOTHER'S AGE WHE N CHILD BORN BY TYPE OF
ADOPTION IN CALIFORNIA

TYPE OF ADOPTION
Age of
liiothe r

Agency Adoptions

Independent Adoptions

1969

196 7

19 & Under

43%

36%

20 - 24

38

38

25

&Over

19

roar
(8,151)

26

lOOT
(4,083)
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RELIGION OF NATURAL MOTHER BY TYPE OF
ADOPTION IN CALIFORNIA
TYPE OF ADOPTION
Religion

of

Natural
Mother

Agency Adoptions

Independent Adoptions

19 69

196 7

Protestant

54%

58%

Catholic

35%

2 8%

Jewish

1%

2%

Other

2%

1%

8%

IOO%

11%
100%

(8,151)

(4,038)

Unknown

